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Wow, as I am writing this article, it is late
September and autumn is in the air.
Good time to start planning your projects for
the winter months. Upcoming for the Twin

Cities Division is our October meet in Hopkins. Dave Jasper is having us over
to his future Model Railroad and Industry Museum where he will explain his
vision for this endeavor. Another item on the agenda will be how to construct a
T Trak module. We will have twelve modules complete with track attached. All
a person has to do is create the scenery. Our goal is to have the modules at the
Modeler’s Retreat in March and displayed in the Celebration Room at the
Regional Convention in Brainerd. More information with directions to this site
in Hopkins will be arriving by email. This email will explain how to reserve
one of the modules.
Speaking of Brainerd, the itinerary is coming together for an enjoyable time.
The convention committee needs volunteers to sit at the registration table or
monitoring the Celebration Room in one- or two-hour shifts.
This summer I found a great web site for railfanning. Virtual Rail Cams has
camera in over twelve locations featuring live trains. I find the Fort Madison
Iowa site to be the best. Almost one hundred trains a day on the BNSF south
Transcon. Check these cams out especially this winter when it is cold and
snowy.
On a person note, I saw Big Boy 4014 in Kansas City this August. What a
magnificent steam locomotive. I sat at Santa Fe Junction and watched the
trains go past. Then I made my way to North Platte, Nebraska to see UP’s
Bailey Yard.. Make sure you go to the Golden Spike Tower and watch the
action from the 7th and 8th floors. I spent 4 hours just watching the yard
activity. Knocked a couple items off my bucket list
That’s all for now.
Art Suel
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Cover Photo: Greg Dahl and Joe Binish take part in an operation session on Milt
SpantonsMissabe Road layout.



The Model Railroad Industry reports that the hobby is growing and I believe it.
My own experience being in the hobby for, well many years, is that the hobby is also
changing. CAD and CAM manufacturing are improving the quality of the models
being produced, Cutting edge electronics are finding their way into these models and
onto our layouts. Enhancements in small batch manufacturing techniques allow us
to build and operate historic railroad models that would have required a highly
qualified scratch building skills just a few years ago. All of these enhancements help
our layouts run better and so many of us are getting involved in prototypical
operations.

As the hobby is growing and changing so
also is the NMRA. The organization is
embracing the potential of the internet
through their NMRA-x programs, the
virtual 2021 NMRANational as well as
doing more of the organizations business
online to reduce costs and shorten decision
lead-times. Here is the Twin Cities Division,
we are incorporating zoom meetings but we
will also include in person activities as
allowed. I would think this would also mean
that the NMRA and our Division would be
growing like crazy but we seem to be doing a
poor job bragging about ourselves. When
we talk up the TCD, I hear how the Division
is a closed clique, how no one talks to guests
and how the NMRA doesn’t do anything for
modelers. Perhaps we need “standards” for
armchair modelers?

I take these comments personally because I know “who” the NMRA is. It is me and
it is the board members and each of you reading this. We have the opportunity to
show the new NMRA to the world. Invite a model railroading friend to the next
zoom call. Bring them to the meeting on the 9th of October and buy them a T-Track
module. You are a member, so yours will be free. Treat them to a six month Rail
Pass for Christmas and invite them to Brainerd for the Thousand lakes Region
Convention. Introduce them to your friends in the Division and make their model
railroading hobby even more enjoyable.

Unfinished business. During our last podcast a member asked about how to improve
the rolling characteristics of N Scale freight car trucks and we didn’t have an expert
online with us. N Scale is an important segment of the hobby so we need to identify
some experts in the Division who can share their knowledge. In November one of the
zoom topics will be getting ready to weather your model railroad equipment. Join us
to learn the steps to take before you pick up the first brush, airbrush or pigment.
Interested in being a part of the presentation, contact me at mhry19@gmail.com.

Ken Zieska



I found these Intermountain
57 foot reefers at the flea
market last weekend. I'm
using the Classic Freight
Cars "The Series" book
(page 44) as a guide to
repaint my models.

Bob Rivard

The TCD Facebook Group is a
great place to show off your

projects.

I wasn't sure if I
had the skills to
handle billboard
lettering, but this
custom job U30B
finally has an

identity. And now
I'm going crazy
throwing ACI

barcode decals at
my rolling stock.

Steve Geibe

Tried some weathering of a Milwaukee Road covered hopper. Using Raw
Umber oil color. I covered the entire hopper and then wiped most of it off
with several clean paper towels. Then used a wide brush to draw the

remaining oils down along the sides.

Tim Danielson



“Thanks for putting out another great episode! “ - bessemer Bob

“I’m really enjoying your podcasts. Thank you and keep them coming.” - GregGamer

“ Really cool podcast. “ - MEC fan

“ Have you considered making youtube videos instead?” - DaveB

“ You need to post these to YouTube. Makes it easy to play it over the TV etc.” -
AzBaja

“ Thanks for the show. It’s fun to hear the perspectives of so many great
contributors. “ - Greg Amer

“ This has rapidly become one of the best RR podcasts. Keep up the good work.”
Gsinos

“Thanks for doing these podcasts. - rjthomas909

“WOW!!!!!!You’ve really hit the big time!” - Troy Moore

“ Awesome not enough good quality podcasts out there I enjoy this one” - Paul
Cassar

“ I have enjoyed listening to the podcasts. They just keep getting better every time.
Just another way to keep motivated.” Tim Danielson

Have you been listening to our Divisions Podcast,
The Crossing Gate?



Modelers Retreat - One Model Challenge
The Twin Cities Railroad Prototype Modelers
meet, called The Modelers Retreat, is in March. It
might have a new name by then, but the event will
be the same. What we want to encourage for this
years event is more participation in the models
being displayed. We want to see what you have
been working on this past year. We know you are
skeptical of showing off your models in public, but
lets go over the usual excuses and debunk them.

“ MYmodels/modeling is not good enough”

Wrong. This is NOT a contest. No judges, no
ribbons, no trophies no gold medals. We want to see all types and all shapes and sizes of
models despite your level of craftsmanship or expertise. Who knows, you might inspire
someone who has not even started in the hobby yet.

“My models are not finished”

Don’t care. Let me repeat that for those in the back. DON’T CARE! In fact, those are the
BEST models to bring and show because then we can see the steps needed to create this item.
We can see how you cut the wood, styrene, or metal. How you added rivets. Where you plan
to add windows, doors and chimney. Yes, structure models are welcomed as well as scenery
items, signals, vehicles and more. Show us your in-progress models. Those are favorites of
RPM meets.

“My models are all store bought” “ I don’t have models, but just history projects and
electronics”

So if you have only purchased your models, but have a great collection of CNW diesels, Rock
Island caboose types, M&StL Steamers and more. Bring them. Everyone likes to see a fine
group of models representing your favorite road. We all enjoy Dave Voss maps. Dave Z
brought his newWiFi Throttles to display, we even had a JMRI display showing how to run
trains remotely. We will had T-Trak set up and hopefully some displays showing laser
cutting and 3D printing. Bring your projects.

“ I didn’t have time to make anything”

Nope, not buying that. The meet is in March, and it is now October. The Crossing Gate
challenges you to make and bring one, just ONE, model for display. We will even have a
special table for the One Model crew, so you won’t be lonely. Maybe we will call it the CG
bachelors table…or something. But think of one fun project you have been wanting to work
on and get going. Get the research done, buy the details, collect the paint. Even if you don’t
finish, we want to see it.

Just. One. Model.

You can do it and you’ll enjoy the fun of the event by taking part.
Now, about putting on a clinic….

Modeling by Doug Iverson



WorkingontheRailroad
Podcasters trying to

operate. Dan Dossa, Greg
Dahl, David Hamilton,
Mike Jordan, and Joe

Binish receive a safety
brief from William

Sampson before running
the GN layout.

Dan Dossa has
Lyndale Yard under
control as he checks

the line-up for
incoming freight

trains.

Our Division
AP director

has
yardmaster

duties on the
CofMN. Joe
Binish and

Milt Spanton
look on

waiting for
orders.

The editor has
Dispatcher duties and
has time for a selfie
while waiting for the
westbounds to show

up on the way to
Willmar.



Twin Cities Division Officers
Superintendent Art Suel artsuel1956@gmail.com
Ass’t Super Ken Zieska mhry19@gmail.com
Chief Clerk Wayne Bjorlie weugbj@yahoo.com
Director at Large Dan Cohen shaunadan94@gmail.com
PR Director Dave Hohle mbhotoy@comcast.net
Paymaster Eric Boone eric@peremarquette.net
Editor Thomas W Gasior MMR

tgasior@hotmail.com
Comments/ideas/concerns tcdnmra@gmail.com

Our very own paymaster, Eric Boone, tries his hand
at yard switcher duties. David Hamilton and Mike
Jordan are running wayfreights and looking for a

route into the yards to do some work.

Send us photos
of your

operation
sessions and

the crew.
All submissions
can be sent to:

TCDNMRA@
Gmail.com

Attn:
Crossing Gate



Do you consider yourself an ambassador for the hobby?
I feel the one thing that every Division and Region is lacking is an
ambassador.My defition of an ambassador is the person who
greets new members.
This is probably the most important job in any Division. It is also
the toughest one to fill, with the correct person. I say the correct
person as this job cannot be filled with just anybody. The
qualifactions have nothing to do with your skills as a modeler. It
has little to do with your home layout or how long you have been
in the hobby. It is purely a social role and demands some excellent
people skills.
Can you ask new members questions, and follow up with a deeper
question before telling them what YOU do? Can you be organized
enough to write down names and address ( email?) of new
members and make sure they get all the Division information?
Plus the most important aspect of this job would be, making new
members feel included. Making them feel like they belong and
this group will help them in their model railroading journey.
A great idea at a previous Regional Convention was color coding
new members name tags on their lanyards. Everyone could then
welcome new members and ask about their experience. The
downside was that no one knew what the color coding meant.
Great idea, poor follow through.

The number one reason people leave the NMRA
is because they don’t feel included.

The exit responses are all the usual ones we have heard before,
but continue to do nothing about. “There are too many cliques”,
“ I was never invited to vist a layout”, “I didn’t know there was

a show or meet”. It is tough to recruit new members, it is even
tougher to keep them if they feel like an outsider.
So if you think you’d make a great ambassador, and have the right
skills, lets have a chat. The Twin Cities Division has a job for the
right person.

Editorial - Help wanted: A person with a
very specific set of skills.



Twin Cities Division, TLR NMRA
4476 Mason Ave NE
St. Michael, MN 55375


